Reservation deposit: 60 € (45 € + 15 € deposit booking fee).
The reservation fee is not deductible from your bill or refundable.
The deposit is not refundable in case of cancellation.
A receipt of the deposit, a booking confirmation is sent to you.
Any departures after 12:00 leads the charge of the day.
The animals must be leashed + Rabies vaccination to present on arrival.

Reservation deposit: 30% of total rental amount €15 + booking fee.
Reservation: The reservation becomes effective only after receipt of the deposit and
the contract you signed.
The full rental price is due on the day of arrival.
No reduction will be made in the case of late arrival or Early leaving.
Our prices include all taxes and include the provision
Mobile home of the charges included (water gas, electricity) with the exception of tax,
payable on site (per person per day).
Arrival and leaving: On the day of arrival, the keys will be made of 3:00 p.m. to 8:00
p.m. (summer) In case of delay, please us prevent, hire remain available for 48 hours.
After this time, we can have the rent and the deposit we paid will be forfeited.
The keys are made before 11:00 on the day of departure.
So the holiday from Saturday until Saturday after 15:00 before 11:00.
Cancellation: No refunds will be given for cancellations if it is not received before 1
May for vacation in July and August. If we could not rebook, we would be entitled to
demand the full rental (cancellation insurance from your insurer can).
Our demands: end of stay, complete cleaning is the responsibility of the customer.
We will be very strict on monitoring the cleanliness of the equipment.
A deposit of 300€ (not collected) will be required upon arrival.
You will be returned the day of departure. Any damage or breakages will be invoiced.
A variable lump sum of 30 € to 50 € will also retained if the lease has not been
cleaned prior to your departure or deemed insufficient by the manager.
This interest in and respect for all ...

THANK YOU FOR YOUR UNDERSTANDING AND HAPPY HOLIDAY

